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SUMMARY 
A method is presented for deterP'lining the jet-boundary 
and DIan-form corrections necessary for ao~lication to 
test data for a psrtial- span model with a reflection 
DIane , an end 'Jlate , or no end pI te in a closed circular 
wind tunnel. Bxan!Dles are worked out for a oartial - snan 
model vIi t::t each of t.i.le three end conditions in the 
Langley 19 - foot ~ress ore tunnel and the corrections are 
a?plied to measured values of lift , drag , pitching-
~o~ent , rolling -~o~ent, and yawlng- moment coefficients. 
A compar-ison of the corrected aerodynamic characteristi c s 
for all three end conditions indic a tes that good agreement 
is o~tLined v1th fla~s neutral at values of lift coeffi -
cient belolJl.' the stall and that somewha.t less satisfactory 
a g ree r 1ent :"s obtained in the region of maximum lift coef-
ficient or with fla~s deflected. Except for the correc -
tions to the rolling - moment coefficient , the jet - boundary 
corrections were sOl1e r"hat smaller for the reflection-
alane condition than for either of the other end condi -
tions because the induced u'Jwash angle 1)I'as the lo wes t ; 
also , the p lan- form corrections for this end condition 
were considerably smaller because the wing lift distri -
bution was the least alte red as compared with that for 
a cmrm lete ,: ,j ng . From every consideration , the use of 
a reflection DIane gave the best results for tests of a 
partial - s can model . 
I NTRODUCTI ON 
Because of the de~and for grea ter load - carrying 
capacity, the size of bomber and transport airp l anes is 
being steadily incre ased . In order to test models of 
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these air) lanes in existing wind tunnels at Reynolds 
numbers as large as possible , gre e ter use is being made 
of semis pan or ~artial - s?an models . The use of such 
monel s effectively increases the Feynolds number at 
vhich tests can be made to two or more times the test 
qeynolds number for complete - s~an models . Such models 
are used to best advantage to determine the aerodynalilic 
character5stics of wings , f l aps, lateral- control devices, 
and d.ucts. 
In nany ~revious tests of ? artial - span models , wind-
tunnel correctione to the test data have been neg lected 
entirely. In scme instances , howe ~ er , these corrections 
ma;y amol.mt to as ~nuch as 20 gercent of the uncorrected 
value and therefore every effort should be made to 
determine and aryoly the corrections . Davison and 
"Dosenh eRd (reference 1) developed. a method for deter:ni ntng 
the jet - boundary corrections to the angle of attack and 
d rag of sen tsnan models with a reflection ~ lane in an 
onen- jet c i rcular wtnd tun~el . Kondo (reference 2) by 
a different Trlethod also deterrr .t ned these corrections 
for onen and closed circular wind tunnels . ~wanson and 
Toll ( reference 3) dete r mined these and several other 
corrections for models in a closed rectangular wind 
tunne l. 
The )uI'~ose of the ;:>resent report is to give a 
methoc1. for de t ermining t..'1e jet - bounr::'~ary and nlan-form 
corrections to be a"plied to wind-tunnel data for 
part:l.al-s l)an models ;i th a reflection plane , an end 
ulate , or no end plate in a closed circular wind tunnel . 
For the jet - boundary corrections the methods of refer-
ence 3 are fairly closely fol l owed in many respects 
after the basic methods of determining the jet-boundary-
induced upwash angle have been established . In order 
to determine the jet- boundary- induc-ed up"ash angle for 
the reflection- plane condit i on , the method of refer -
ence I is revised to anply to a closed circular wind 
tunnel and extended so that corrections to rolling and 
yawing moments may be obtained . The jet - boundary-
induced upwash angle for the conditions with an end 
plate and no end plate is determined by the usual 
methods for closed circular wind tunnels . The plan-
form corrections described herein are those which must 
be applied to nartial-span-wing data in order that the 
completely corrected data be applicable to complete -
span wings . 
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The corrections de rived herein have been a;J'!l::'ed to 
t he data frnm tests in the Langley 19-foot 9ress ure 
tun~el of a partial-s ?an model with each of the three 
t~es of end condition : reflection p lane, end pl a te , 
and no end plate . Included for pur poses of comparison 
are rolling- moment data from tests of a co~plete - span 
nodel of the same 8iralane . A comparison of other aero -
dyn2;m.lc chara c teris tics wi th those of the complete - s pan 
model is not gi ven because the )'nodel configurati ons were 
not cO"TIparable. 
COEFFI CIENTS MYD SYK30 LS 
The coefficients ann symbols used herein a r e cle f ined 
as followE'~ 
c I., 
uncorrected li ft coefficient 
uncorrected drag coefficient 
( lllie asu r ed Ii ft\ qS ) 
( lfeasured \.- qS 
uncorrected ~itching-mo~ent coeff ic ient 
( 1\~e8 SUred l)j tclling mor::ent) 
qSc' 
rolling--o~ent coeff1cient correc te d f o r a s ywe try 
only 
( Me aSUred rollin g moment - ( Feasured r olling moment) 5
a 
~ 0 0 ) 
q(2S)b 
yawing- mome n t coefficient corrected for as~~e try 
only 
cr.easured yawing moment - (Mea sured y-win g moment) 5
a 
= 0 0 ) 
q(2S)b 
Ii ft co effi ci ent; no CClrrec tions aD9 1i ed C-' ) vLu 
drag coeffic ient comD l etely corrected 
4 
C7 lIc 
where 
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pitching-~0~ent coefficient corrected for plan 
form (Cmu + 6Cm;J) 
corrected rolling-moment coefficient for semispan 
model vli th reflection p l ane 
rolling- moment coefficient completely corrected 
yawing- moment coefficient completely corrected 
(Cnu + 6Cn) 
q dynamic nressure (~ ~v2) 
p m~ss density of air 
V airsneed 
S mod.el wing area 
c ' mean aerodyna~ic chord of comolete wing 
b bNice .podel soan 
l\CD c0'11plete drag- cnefficient c0rrection (l!CDj + t8 D,,) 
l\Cn . jet- boundar y correct on to drag coefficient J 
l\ CD p l an- form correction to drag coefficient p 
~C p lan- form correction to pitching- moment coefficient 
mp 
l\:n comp lete correction to ~ wing - moment coefficient 
((6Cnp\ + (6Cnp\ + (6C I1;) 2 + (6CI1I\ ) 
~ l an- form correction to yawing- moment coeffi -
cient due to e!1d condltion 
Dl n - form correction to yawing- lno:nent coeffi -
cient due to asoect ratio, taper ratio , and 
ratio of aileron span to wing S?aD 
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(6Cnl) 1 
(6Cn ,) 
.- 2 
and 
v 
r 
r 
c 
-
c 
x 
y 
y' 
z 
6a s . c. 
yavving - rr,oment - coeffi ci ent co rrec ti on clue to 
reflection plane 
yawing- moment - coefficient cor r ection due to 
boundary- induced aileron upwash and wing 
loading 
yawing- moment - coefficient correction due to 
boundary- induced wing upwash and aileron 
loading 
induced vertical velocity~ Dositive upward 
i nduced lateral velocity; 90sitive toward 
wing tip 
ci rcula ti on 
radius of circular jet 
sec t ion lift coefficient 
section chord 
mean geometric chord 
longitudinal coordi nate or comolex coordi nate 
used in transformatlon 
late r al coordin~te 
lateral coordinate , fraction of model span 
(b7z) 
vertical coordin&te 
jet - boundary correcti on to i nduced an6 1e of 
attack 
streamline - curvature correction to ang le of 
attack 
plan- form correction to angle of attack 
5 
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corn:')le te ,~orrection to angle of attack (Lla j + l:J.a s • c . + l:J.a p) 
d.ngle of attack for infini te aspect ratio 
au uncorrected angle of attack 
a corrected angle of attack (au + l:J.a) 
a i inouced angle of attack 
mo section lift - curve slope per radian (57 . 3 a o ) 
uncorrected lift - curve slope per radian 
(57 . 3 au l 
m corrected lift - curve slope per r ad ian (57.3a) 
a 
section lift - curve slope Der degree 
uncorrectec lift - curve sloDe Ger degree IdCL) 
dau 
( ddCaL' corrected l if t-curve slo~e per degree \ ) 
A aspect ratio 
A taper ratio; ratio of tip chord to root chord 
edge - ve locity correction factor ( SemiPerimeter) Span 
u induced- drag correction factor (reference 4) 
distance fro~ reference )Olnt 
cc;nter 
to aerodynal1ic 
H factor used to de.termine x a . c • (reference [ I ) 
A angle of sweepbac~ of quarter - chord line 
I:J.C L • J 
jet - boundary correction to rolling - moment coeffi -
cient 
ry lan - for~ correction to rolling-mo~ent coefficient 
~ I 
-------------------------------------~ 
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comp l e te correction to rolling - ,ome nt coefficient 
one - half rolling- moment - coefficient correction 
due t o refle c tion p lane 
rate of change of r o lli ng- momen t coefficient 
wi th ai leron deflection (~CL) 
oOa 
a 
5 a aileron deflection 
k rate of chanl e of sect ion ang le of attack with 
ai leron de flec ti o n (oao\ 
G6a) 
Y C L 
~ facto r used to determine induced yawing - mament 
coefficient ( reference 5) 
S comp lex coo rdinate in tra nsforned o lane 
~ lateral coordinate in transforrred p l ane 
t vertical coordinate in transformed DIane 
-1 h 
"( = tan -d 
h semiheight of refl ection p l a~le o r end plate 
d dis tance of reflect ion plane or end p l ate f r om 
center li ne of tunnel 
e distance o f wing ti p fro m center line 
s siJanwise location of trailing vort ex 
o spanwise l ocati on of trailing vortex in 
t ransfo r med p lane 
¢ velocity )atential fu~cti on 
~ strea~ function 
f facto r used tc determine lift - curve sloJe 
(refe r ence 4) 
- _. ----~---
--- ,-
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R Reynolds number (0VCI/~) 
~ coefficient of viscosity 
~1'1 !vIacb number (V/V 
Vc speed f s0und in air 
i induced 
j jet bour-dary 
;) plan for")" 
:~ mode 1 
2 ~1 vving of t'Ni ce mode 1 sp an 
11 com::>lete wing 
e end [J late 
s . c . strea'Jlline curvature 
u uncorrected 
All pitching-~o~ent coefficients , meas~red or cor -
rected, are about the quarter - chord 90int of the mean 
aerodyn8.mi c chord of the corrl'~lete vdng . Ce>rrected 
rolllDg- rromen t 2nd yawing- 'Jloment coefficients are about 
the proj e ction of this point in the r,>lane of sy-mrnetry of 
the corrp le t e 'Fin;; , although these moments were me asured 
about the projection of this po lnt in the DIane at the 
root end of t~e model parallel to the DIane of syra",lletry . 
DERIVATION OF CO f.RECTIOf:S 
The corrections to be R991ied to data from tests of 
parti a l - snan models are of two types ~ je t boundary and 
DIan form. The jet - boundary corrections are due to the 
influence of the tunnel wall on the induced velocities , 
which i n turn affect the aerodynamic characterist :1. cs of 
the moc el . The main f'acte>rs contributing to the jet -
boundary correc tions are the sha) e of the tunnel -all 
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and the size of the model r elative to the tunnel. The 
geo~etric cbaracteristics of the ~odel a l so contribute 
to the correc tions . The 1:) lan- fo rm co rrec tions may be 
divided into two parts . The first part is due to d1f -
ferences in the span loading of a c'mp l ete wing and 
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that of the model with a reflection p l ane , end "?late " or 
no end plate . The second Dart is due to diffe r ences in 
aspect ratio , taper ratio , and the ratio of aileron span 
to wing span if the model span is less than the semi soan 
of the complete wing . 
P'or the sake of simplicity , not only in rieriving 
the correctjons but also in applying them to data , the 
lift c.ue to fla!')s is not sep:\rated herein frIJm the lift 
of the Dlsin wing as in reference 3 which derives 
separate corrections for each part of the lift . Instead , 
the total lift is considered and the a l terati on of the 
s1)an lo ading due to f l aos is neglected . This neglect 
introduces a sllght error in the results but is believed 
to be warranted by the result ing si~p lification . Several 
oth~r correct ions are also negle cted when the rnagni tuo.e 
of the ccrrections is within the limits of accuracy of 
the measurements . 
The de rivation of near ly all of the corrections 
begins wi th the s?anwise lift c.lstribution of the wing . 
In order to simplify the comDutations , the lift distribu-
tion for a lift coefficient of 1.0 is used . The l ift 
distributions used herein were determined by lifting -
line theory . r 'or straight ta,)ered lings , the tables of 
additional lift La in reference 4 a re o robably the 
most re adi ly available source of information for t:r~e 
"?resent :,Jur oose . 
The eli s tri bu t i on of the j et - boundary- ind1J.ced u)wash 
ang le alone- the snan must then be determined . This 
angle" i.n radians , is the rat io of the incuced vertical 
velocity to the stream velocity . ~or a ~articular tyoe 
of tunne l, tables may be devised that give the bounclary-
induced vertical veloci ty at any 'Jo int in th'3 tunnel due 
to a vortex of unit circulat!on p l aced at any ooint in 
the tunn.el. The model generally is located c l ose to the 
horizontal center line of the tunnel; consequently , the 
induced-vertical- velocity distributjon along this center 
line on l y needs to be ~o ~~ . uted . The lift distr-ibutlon 
is broKen into several steas and each incre~ent is 
multiplied by the prope r value of induced vertical 
velocity per unit circulation to obtai n an incre~ent 
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of induced vertical velocity . The suml1"atio!1 at each 
s )8nwis8 polnt of these increments due to all the 
tmage vortices is the induced vertical velocity at 
that "?olnt . 
The induced upwash anc;le per unt t lift coeffici.ent 
at each DOlnt n a circ~lar tunnel is exoressed as 
VC L 
( 1 ) 
vJher8 ¥:rjr is tr_e indused vertlcal veloci ty Der uni t 
circuletioll for a tunnel of unit radius . 
Al"ft Ie of' 3. tt pc k. ·- The jet - boundary correc tion to 
the inc:uced anil le of attac1{ is defined in reference 1 as 
but the l ift L of a parti al-span model ~ay be expressed 
a~ 
L - b t c Z,C dy' = qc-2 c 0 
- b 
= qc 2" CT..J 
and 
dL = qc l,c ~ dy' 
After substitution and rearrangement , the induced angle 
of attack is , in radians , 
r 
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6a · = 
°L 
( 1 V! cLc dy' J JO V,., GLc vL 
or $ L1 oegr3es , 
~ l 
6.a . = 57 · 3CL J w c LC dy ' J vo eLc 0 L 
The correction for strearrline curvature must be added 
to the jet - boundary correction to the induced angle of 
attack . The streamline - curvature correction , as uEed 
herein , is armlied entirely to the angle of attack instead 
of nartly to the 2.ngle of atteck and partly to the lift 
coeffic:i.ent as in reference 3 . 'Vhi s procedure sim'.l lifi.es 
the computatlons of the data, and any cliffe r ences in the 
r esults obtained by t1-te two meth,xls are v'ell withj.TI the 
experi.mental accuracy . The magni tude of the curva.ture 
is obtained from reference 6 ln lhich ~e rivatio 1s are 
maoe for a circular tunnel and for a 1. 1,1 : 1 elllptical 
tunnel . The derivatlon for d~e circular tunnel produces 
a nono1Jnensional cons tant , proportional to the curvature , 
which :l..n terTI' s of tr~ '. s re';)Qrt :i s 
d~~!-
1 veL 
- 2 . 1 -
1Jo1 d~ 
veL 2r 
A similar constant for t he elliptical tunnel is derlved 
on the basis of the tunnel width but , when converted t o 
the basis of the tunnel height , becon'Bs identical with 
that for the circular tunnel . This fact indicates that 
tllS constant is a function of the tunnel hei€ht and is 
relatively inde~endent of the tunnel ~idth . Since only 
the width of a circular tunnel is a ffected by the J ntro -
duction of a reflection p lane , for the pur pose of this 
r eport it is as sum ed the t t:-19 cons tent deri ved in refer -
ence 6 applies whether or not the refl ec tion Dlane :'8 
used. 
- - . - -----
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The curvature of the strearrlines is ~ractically 
constant along the wIng chord . 1he streamline-curvature 
corre ction for the wing may be determlned from the dif -
ference between the :l. nduced up'vash angle at the quarter -
chord 90int v:here the lifting line is assumed to be 
located and the induced upwash ang le at the three - quarter -
chord ? oint where the tangent to the streamline is thf1 
zero - lift line . This difference in the ang les is 
6 (V~L) ~ s . c. 
d~ 
= -Yl- _ l _ VOL 0 . 75c - 0 . 25c 
VOL w d~ 2r 
VOL 2r 
This ang le must be added to the induced anele at the 
lifting line so that the com91ete correction to the 
ans le o f qtt nc~ d ue to the jet bound ~ry is 
11 = 57.3 0L o 
or ap p rox i mately 
(2 ) 
This a p,;) roximation and the assum 9tions made for the use 
of the constant of reference 6 are sufficiently accurate 
for the ~resent purpose , since the stre8'1l1ine-curvature 
correc tion is only a small fracti on of the complete cor -
rection to the ang le of attack . 
--- .. _- -----
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Although the greatest accuracy woul d theor3t~cally 
be obtained if the lift distribution of the model in the 
tunnel were used , the free - air lift distrioution ~ives 
a result that is well within the accuracy of either 
experiment or the lifting- line theory . If the tunnel 
lift dj stributi on is desi r ed, an a·::proxims.te result 
may be obtained from the free - air distr:bution by tDe 
equation 
where the p rimed values refer to the tunne l distribution 
and the un"'Jrimed values refer to the free - air distri button. 
This equation weights the induced upwash angle accordi.n g 
to the lift dj. stribution and would. be exact if the 
t t (1 + 1 . 0 5~) ~ quan i y . 1 ere constant along the SDan. 2r \TC L 
For the conditions usually encountered in a wind tunnel, 
a very ~ los e aDproxima.tion is obta~netJ by using tll ' S 
equation . This equation may be used for a partial - span 
~odel w~ th or ~ithout an end pl ate , for which cases 
other methods , such as the influence l ines of reference 7 
as used in r efe r ence 3, are not a~plicable . 
The ~) l an- form correction to the angle of att a ck is 
the correction to the slODe of the lift curve necessarJ 
beoause of d2.ffe r ences in asoact r s. tio between the model 
and the cowlp lete win§:; that is, 
where the model or vvi.ng lift - curve slo;)e is 
a -
1 + 
a 57 . 3~ E 
rrA 
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and corresponding values of E and A are used . Thi3 
equation was developed for an elliptic wing in refer -
ence 7 but is used he r ein for other plan forms because 
it has been shown to give good results even for the model 
ii th no end p late . For the model wi th an end p late , 
neither E nor A is ~nown and the lift - curve SlO?8 is 
obtained by use of the lifting- line theory , as is shown 
later . 
The complete correction to the angle of attack is 
= t::,a · + l1a J s . c . ( 6 ) 
Drag coeffici.~nt .- The jet - boundary correction to 
the drag coefficient involves the same integral as that 
for the angle 0 f attack before the s treamline - curva ture 
correction is added; that is , 
The Dlan- form correction t o the drag coefficient is 
that due to the difference in the induced drag of the 
complete wing and the model; it may be exures sed as 
( 8) 
For the reflection- planB condition 
( 9 ) 
where u is obta ned from reference 4. hor the other 
end conoitions CD. may be obtained from lifting-line 
1M theory . 
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The complete co r rection to the drag coefficient is 
( 10) 
Pitching- moment coefficien~ .- The correction to the 
pitching- moment coeffici ent is ent irely due to plan forn 
since the effects of streamline cur vature may be neglected 
when the vving alone (no tail ) is involved . The plan- form 
correctIon is a functio n of the sweep of the wing and 
would be zero for zero sweep . The correct on is the 
ratio of the difference between the chordwise locations 
of the aerodyna~ic center of the model and that of the 
complete wing to th chord Ul'Jon v:hich the pi tching -
moment coefficient is based; that is , 
= ( 11) 
Both x and x ~ust be measured from the same a . c.y ·a. c . W 
Dotnt and are considered ~ositive in the direction of 
the air stream . These distances rray be obtained b~7 the 
following equations: 
b 
Ya,c. - 2H2 tan A + constant ( 12) 
- ~ tan Al lcL~ y ' dy' + constant (13) 
o CLc 
The value of the constant 1s the distance between a 
chosen reference point and the quarter - chord point of 
the rcot chord . For a model and reflection plane , the 
value of H may be obtained from reference 4. For the 
other end conditions , the integr8.tion (equation (13)) 
must be performed to obtain H. 
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Aileron c.ist r ibuti ns . - In order to determine the 
corrections to be applied to the rolling-mo~ent and 
yawing- moment coefficients, two additionG.l distribu-
tions a~e necessary: the I' ft distribution due to 
aileron deflection and the induced- upwash- angle distri-
bution due to this lift distribution . The aileron lift 
distribution for a co~plete wing may be deter~ined from 
lifting- line theory or by use of the influence l ines of 
reference 7. This distribution ~ust be altered to account 
for the effects of the reflection p l ane or other end con-
dition . l\ reflection p l ane ilreflects" the d~stribution 
over the model so thet the "nodel distribution is the 
same as would be obtained for a complete wing with 'b:)th 
ailerons deflected in the sa e direction . The distribu-
tion for a mode l with a reflection plane therefore is 
obtained by add1.ng the jncre1nent due to the "imagell wing 
to the 0i stri buti on 0 f the "reall! wing (reference 3). 
For a wing ~ th or vd thout an end plate , such a r eflec -
tion is not oresent and th~ aileron lift distribution 
must be obtained directly from lifting - line theory. 
After the shane of the a1.1cron lift d i stribution is 
determined , for convenience the ordinates are nultt -
?lied by a const3nt that ~a~es the ~oment of the area 
equal to 4 if the abscissas are in fractions of the 
mod el span. Thi s operation converts the ordinates to 
c c 
the lo ad eoeffic' ent _ &- a':ld the rolling- momen t c.oef-
GLc 
ficient to unity . 
The in~uced-upwash - ang l e distribution due to the 
aileron lift distribution 13 obtained in the srune manner 
as for the wing . 'Tbe ai leron lift dis tribution is broken 
into several Ste9S , each increment is multi~lled by the 
value of induced velocity 0er unit increrrent , and the 
sUl'Y'mation is made of all the increments at each poin t; 
thus, 
where wrjr is the induced vertical velocity per unit 
circulation for a tunnel of unit radius . 
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Rolling- m0ment coefficient .. - Tbe jet- boundary correc-
tion to the rolling-moment coefficient is the moment of 
the increnent in the ai leron lift distribution due to the 
induced velocity; that is , 
The increment in atleron lift distribution is similar t o 
the increFent in wing lift distribution given as the l as t 
term in equation (3) . For this reason , equation (15) is 
aop roximate in the same sense as equation (3) . A more 
accurate method of determinin~ this correction to the 
rolling-moment coefficient could be used for the 
reflection- 9 1ane condition (see reference 3) but such a 
method would not be readily a pplicable for the end- plate 
and no-end-plate condi ti ons . In reference 3 an 
aerodynarr'ic - induction factor J is introduced tha t is 
ai::J ~J roximately equal to 2 for a semispan or partial - span 
model . In equation (15) the three - dimensional li f t-
curve slope m is therefore ap~ roxim8tely equal to 
moA cL c 
and the wing load coefficient approxi~ately 
A + J CLe 
accounts for the difference in the loadings of the actual 
wing and an elliptic wing . Although these condit ions 
would not exist for a complete - s~ an model, equation (15) 
may be used ~dth sufficient accuracy for a se~ispan or 
nartial-span model . As in the case of the wing , the 
tunnel distribution should theoretlcally be used to 
obtain this correction but , prac tically, the free - air 
distribution may be used . 
The plan- form correct ion to the roll:i.ng- moment coef-
ficient i s, for convenience, divided into t wo parts ; the 
firstL)art corrects for the effect of the end condi -
tion on the aileron lift distribution a nd the secone 
co r rects for the difference in as ~ect rati o and taper 
ratio of tbe partial - span model and of the complete \'.'ing . 
The first part 
CL 02M is the ratio of the rolling-moment 
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coefficient per unit aileron deflection for a full - span 
model of twice the model soan to th£.t for the ac tual 
'11ooe1. For the reflecti on- I)la.ne condi tion this correc -
tion is equal to the reciprocal of the corre tion 
211C L r 
of reference 3. For the end- plate or no-eDd-1 + 
C Lc 
plate condition, this correcti on ~ay be obtained from 
lifting- line theory . The second "9art of the plan- foFll1 
correction is re'luired only if the model is not a true 
sel'j1is1)an model and may be obtained from figure 16 of 
refe r ence 8. For the particular aspect ratio and taper 
ratio of either a wing of t wice model span or the com-
elete wing , a value of CL /k is ob tained by ta~lng 5 
the differer:ce beb-"eer. the values of G Lo/' for the 
outboard and inboard ends of the aileron . The desired 
correction is the ratio of the value of C L / ~ for t he 6/ 
complete wi n g to that for the wing of twice model span . 
The eompletely c:> r rected value of the rolling -
moment coefficient is 
tJ. C "'\ CL CL6\ I k ) V: 
- ~+ ~) 62lc ( 16) CL - C L C ) u C L CL L5 u o_~ k 2 :.1 
Ya'.~·ing - n-ol(1e nt coeffi ci en.!.. - The j et - boundary cor-
rections to the yaving - moment coefficient are der i ved as 
in reference 3 and are due to the interaction of the 
wing and aileron lift and induced- upwash- angle distribu-
tions. The equations for the corrections are 
( 6C ·n _\ . 1) 
- 2 
= 11 w VCL o 
---~----~-------. ---- ------ - -~--- -- --- --
I 
_J 
I • 
I 
I 
L 
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and 
1 1 V~L 
o 
c L c 
y ' dy ' 
CL C 
19 
(18) 
The plan- form co rrec t ion to the yawing - 'TIoment r:-oef-
ficient is divided into two parts in the same manner as 
that for the rol l i ng-mo~ent coefficient. The first part , 
due to the end condition , may be ex~ressed as 
where 
1 
r" 
= 
" M Ii 
c L c a~ '\ ai 
-- + CI 
"2M 
-C -'- ) Y' dy ' CI c "2~C L2M 
{GCLC u i cz,c a . '\, 
----+ 
_ l ) Y' dy ' 
o CLI\rC G Lr:: Cl r. c CL~ r IV. 
and the distributions of the lift and induced ang le 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(in radlans) per unit coefficient are identified by CL 
for the 1fling and CL fo r the aileron in the denomiDo.-
tors . For the reflection- plane condition , the correctlon 
- -- --~-- ---
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(t~cnp)l is equal to the correction (Ll.C
ni) 1 of reference 3· 
For the end-plate or no-end- plate conditions, the integra -
tions for KM and K2M rr.us t be performed, the value 
of T(2M being independent of the end condi tion. 
rOT the second part of the plan- form correction, 
due to differences in aspect ratio and t8per ratio between 
the complete wing and a wing of twice model span , values 
of K may be obtained from fi8ure 13 of reference 5. 
Interpolation is simplified by plotting K for the 
inhoard end of the aileron against l/A since such a 
plot is practically a straight line. If the outboard 
end of the aileron is some distance from the wing tip, 
the value of K must be rrodii'ied as indicated in refer-
ence 5. The equation for this part of the correction is 
C~Cnp) 2 - C C - nW n2~~ 
= - 'f WCLC Z, + K2IViCLCZ,2N: 
CLC L r-KW C:02M 
l 
(22) = 
+ K2N. (C~Q)~ J l 
The value of V.2M from equation (20) may differ slightly 
from that obtained from reference 5 because of slight 
differences in the methods of co~putation . If this value 
does differ , the value from equation (20) should be used 
in equation (19) and the value from reference 5 in equa -
tion (22) . 
. I 
I 
I 
~ I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
_.--' 
-~- ----~-. 
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The corrplete correction to the yawing- rroment coef -
ficient is 
CORFECTIONS FOR ivl0DEL WITH REFLECTION PLANE 
Determination of Induced Upwash Angle 
A reflection plane used with a partial - soan model 
in a cir ular wind tunnel r eflects both the model anr 
the tunnel; therefore the effect is that of a wing of 
twice the model SDan ~n a bipolar tunnel (fig . 1) . 
This reflection satisfies the condltion that the stream 
function nust be constant over that part of the boundary o~ 
a closed tunnel formed by the reflection p lane . In 
order to satisfy this condition over the circular - a rc 
part of the b Dolar tunnel , vortices that are 
images of the vortices inside the tunnel must be intro -
duced outside the tunnel . The locations of these image 
vortices anG their effec ts 'I"i thin the tunnel are well 
known for a circular tunnel . This l:{nowledge may be used 
to determine their effects within a bi polar tunnel by 
transforming the interior of the bi901ar tunnel into the 
interior of a circular tunnel by means of the conformal 
transfor":nc:, tion of refe r ence 1. 
The transformation ~ay be expressed as 
tan- ls = n tan- 1 x 
r sin 'Y 
where , in the yz Dl ane (bi90lar tunr-el) , 
x = y + iz 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
I 
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in the TJ t -plane (circular tunnel), 
s = T) + it 
and 
IT 
-n -
2(rr - 'Y) 
Also, 
h = r sin "( 
d - r GaS 'Y -
It should be noted that the axes of reference 1 have 
been r'3vised to s.gree with the standard wind axes used 
in fi gure 1 . A ooint TJ on the TJ - axis that corre-
sponds to a point y on the y - axis may be obtain d 
by the relation 
tan- l~ - n tan- l y 
r sin 'Y 
Furtherr,"ore , if'there are vortices of strength ±r at 
the points y = ±s on the y- axis, there are vortlces 
of equal strength at the points 1; = ±a on the ii - axis 
'"lhere 
tan- la = n tan-l--~­
r sin "r 
The com_lex Dotential due to the vortices ±r at 
"1 = ±a is 
o n 
h log 
2rr 
s - <J 
S + a 
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The cO'11_p le]1" p tent-l..& l Cue to t:he image v01'tices in the 
T) t p lane 1 s 
'" 
1 ir c -O2 
:::> (J 
, I + J\V2 = lo g - --2TT 1 s+ -(J 
T~'1e conoi ti on that \j! .L S cons 'cant b t the boundary of 
t he jet can be easily seen since I s 1= 1 at the 
boun~ary and \)11 + \)12 become s equ~l to zero . The 
c Jmp lex ~o tential due to the original vortices in the. 
yz p l ane at y = ±s is 
. \!r 1 7-
'') 
ir 
- -- lo g 2TT 
]1" - s 
x + s 
Tile com"J le x ')otenti 81 due to the j a t bouno a r y is the 
differe~c e bet~ee~ that in t~e T) t n lane and that in 
the yz p lane; that is, 
23 
'rhe iniuced vertical veloci ty a t the y- axis due to the 
jet boundary is one - half that due to v0rtices extendin~ 
t o infInity in both directions: th~t is 
w = 
1 d\)r 
2 dy 
The induced velo8ity due to VI is 
1 d~l 
-- --w = 1 2 dy 
_ _ l d~l dT) 
2 dT) dy 
= (-f) (-ITT) (~ ~ 0 - Ii ~ (J) ~~ 
where 
92J_ = 
dy 
By collectin~ terms , 
NACA T:iT No . 1077 
r (5 n(l + T)2) 
Y.-l -- T)2 - (52 21Tr Y ~ sin + r 
The induced velocity dle to 
'lI2 -I '" -'-' , 
n 0 n(l +'T)2) ... 
-
--
ti 21Tr T]2(52 - 1 s::'n y + \ r2 
and the induced velocity due to 
1 d(-'4I3) 
2 dy 
r 
= 21lr 
s 
yo 
y 2 '\ 
2 sin2 'Y / 
similarly , 
y2 ) 
sin2 'Y 
is 
~ I 
j . 
- --- --- - --_._-------- -- --- --~~ 
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The net ind1..'c ed vel:)c: t y is 
It may be noticed thu t the v81ue of w acco rdi ns to 
the fina l equations fo r wI and w3 becomes Inde t er-
mlnate of the fo rm OJ - en at the point y = s or '(1 = a . 
This lS the only point at which singularlties :)ccur 
insiie the tunnel . At this ooint , however , w may e 
dete r Ylli ned in the fo l lowIng manner; '-::efore the terms 
are combined , 
r l 
= r 1f(_1 ___ 1_) S!n _ (_1_ _ 1 ))1 
hn L T) 0 T) + () dy Y - s y + S J 
_l_ ~) 
1'") - 0 o.y 
Only the second te r~ of th~s equation 1s indeterminate 
and maj be ' 'ri tten as 
r r" 
-_ . \ 11 -LIT 1_ . 
\ ( ) dT)l 0' - Y - S - J 
I • dy 
(Y - s ) (1') - a) 
and evalua t ed at th~ limi t by t8.1-dng, the second derlva-
tive of both the numerator ana the denominator; that is, 
r r, d r)l 
lim - 4TI~~ - 0; - (1 - s)dYJ = 
y-;.s (y - s) ('0, - a) 
r nar sin I)' - s 
4.n r2 s in2 'Y + s2 
I 
I 
____ J 
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At the Doint y - s , therefore, 
r 
w = 
2rrr (] 4 
° ~ _____ n_(_l __ +_o __ 2_) ______ _ 
- 1) sin ~ Ii + s 2 ~ 
\ r2 sin2 'Y/ 
The induced velocity may be exp ressed as 
where 
T1 
W = - - - F 
2rrr 
F = f(y , s , ll , a ) 
It is convenient tc use the nondimensio n al form 
wr F 
= r 2rr 
which , for a tunr.el of uni t radius, is the 
velocity pe r unit circulation . Values of 
given in table I and a r e plotted in figure 
induced 
wr/r are 
2 for a 
ref l ection- plane locatio n of ~ = 0.73026 . Tab l e II 
r 
and figure 3 present values for a reflection- plane 
locati on of ~ = 0.49781 . These values of d/r corre -
S90nd to 83 .25 i nches and 56 . 75 inches , respectively , 
i n a tunnel 19 feet in diameter . 
L ____ _ ~~- --- ------- - ---- -----~-------' 
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Illustrati ve Exa:'rple 
An e~amole of the nrocedure i nvolved in the deter-
mination of the ~orrections ts worke5. out herein i'or a 
reflection- p lare location of J3 . 25 i nch e s from the center 
line of the Lan~ley 19 .. foot ,Jressure tunnel (fi g . Ld 
and for the model sbown in f iG;ure 5. 
Angle of attack . - 'Ihe wing lift distribution j.s 
shown i n r"ig'.1.re 6) for both free - ai r a nd tunnel cond } -
ti ons . 'Tbe boun ~ ary- induced u~J w ash ",ns le Sh01Sr.. l n 
fi gure 7, fr o~ equation ( 1) , i s 
11'; 
' TO L 
T~e jet- boundary ~orrection to t h e ang le of attack, 
froIT equation (2) , is 
The lnte gral 
1 11 ..... 
1 
(equation (2) ) 1 s the 
area under the curve obtained by multi9lying the values 
of fi s ure 6 by those of ii?ure 7 and , in this case , has 
a TIl.Meri c 8.1 value of O. 015V2 . Therefore , 
I 
I 
I 
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The uncorrected lift - curve s l ope obtained experimentally 
is 
This slope is corrected for the jet - ooundary effects by 
the reletion 
so that 
and 
1 
a 
2Vr 
1 
= 
6.a. + b,a J s . c . 
CL 
1 1 
--- - = 1. 019 
a2M 0 .loL~l 
This slope is used to obtain the two - dimensional slope 
by substitution in equation (5) as 
ao 
E2~' 
a2E = a o 
1 + 
57.3E2M 
11 A2~:' 
--~ 
O. 'J<?ul = 1. ')39 
_ a o 
1 + 
~7. 31. 039 
IT x 10 . 8~_ 
I -
I 
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from which 
This two - dimensional slope is used in the same formul a 
to determine the s l ope for the com;)lete v,ling of aspect 
r3tio 11 .09 , v~ich is 
aw - 0 .0945 
The :)lan - form correction is then obtained from e '~lua ­
tion (4) as 
= (~ - -L ~ C 
\ a'n- a2," j" L \ l'J tIt. 
The comu l ete co r rection for the angle of at t ack , from 
equation (6 ), is 
6a = 6 a . + 6a + 6a J s . c . "p 
= ( 1. 0 19 
1 
~ - - ---- - --- - - - - - - - - -- - -
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hich is added to the geometric angle of attack of the 
mode l in the tunnel . 
Drag~oe fficient .- The j~t -boundary correction to 
the drag coefficient, from e~uation (7) , is 
b. CD. 
"J 
= !) . 01542C 2 L 
The Dl an- form correction , from equation (9 ), is 
( 1 1) C 2 
= rr x 11 .09 x 0.974 rr x 10. 84 x 0 .976 L 
= - 0 . 000620 2 L 
~he comp lete correction to dr ag coefficient , obtained 
f rom equation (10) , is 
b.'::D = b.C D. + b.C D 
" J P 
= (0.015l.i2 - 0 . 00(62)CL 2 
- o . 01~"8cL 2 -
I 
I 
I ~ 
-~ ----- -~---~~ 
----- --~. 
hich is added to the uncorrected drag coefficient. 
Pitchin~ -mo~ent coefficient . - The value of H 
tai'en from reference 4 is 0 . 202 for bo th the model and 
the co"tTI-olete wing . The location of the aerodyna'TIic 
center, fro~ equation (12) , is 
= 2F~ tan A + Constant 2 
The reference Doint is taken as the 0 . 25 chord of the 
root chord. of the c0r1"p l et6 wlng so that for the model 
x = (2 x 0.202 x 15 x 0 . 21552) + 0 . 186 
a . c'~.1[ 
= 1. 4sn feet 
and for the comolete wing 
Xa • c . - 2 x 0 . 202 x 15 . 862 x 0 . 21552 J 
= 1.380 feet 
The correction to the ~itching-moment coefficient is 
obtained from equation (11) as 
x - x a . c . ~" a.<;: . W 
= c' CL 
31 
I 
I 
I 
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. hi ch is added to the uncorre cted pi tching- ''l'l.O'TIent coef -
ficient. 
Rolling - rr:o'11r>nt coeffic5 ent. - The aileron lift 
distribtt'i;;-'i;-;llO\~-=---'~n fi i;ure 3 for "bo th free - air and 
tunnel cond 1. tions . The t-onnr'lary--i.:ticuced uo'vash anrle 
shov.rn in figure 9 is obtained from e1u9.tion (14): 
The jet - boundary correction to the rolling- moment coef -
ficient, from equation (15) , is 
The DIRn- form correction due to the effect of the refl ec -
tion ~lane on the eileron lift distribution is obtained 
frow fi ~ure 10, ~hicb was ta~en from reference 3, RS 
1 
= 
1 
= o. 9)~.9 
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From figure 16 of reference 8 , values of 
found to be 
and 
(C L \ 
\: k 
6) == 0 .423 
2M 
were 
The corrected value of the r oll in8 - moment coefficient 
from equation (16) is 
= 0. 811, C 7 Vu 
Yawing- morrent coefftcient .- The t wo parts of the 
ya~ing-rroment - coefficient correction due t o the jet 
boundary are , from equation (17) , 
C C 11 c 7, c 
(6Cni) 2 
_ L Lu --y!_ y ' dy ' == 4 VCl C C-
O L 
-
C . 05L~o8 
- 4 CLC Lu 
-
- 0 . 0 13 5cLC L -
u 
33 
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and , from equation (18), 
(6CnJ CLC Lu (1 w c L c y ' dy f = Jo \tC L 4 CLc 3 
-
0 .0776 
CLC L - 4 u 
-
- O. OlC)iJ.CLC L -
u 
The "D Ian- form correction d ue to the ref l ec ti on p l ane is 
obtained from figure 11, ~hich was also ta~en from 
r eference 3 
( 6Cn ) (6Cnl·) 1 p 1 
= 
- - 0 . 0070 
Tn orde r to deterwine the Dlan- for~ correction due to 
asnect r atio and t ape r ratio, values of K were found 
fro',n figure 13 of r e f erence 5 to be 
and 
I{ :::: J . 077 ' 2~l 
I -
I 
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so th at this DIan-form correction (equation (22)) is 
r ( \ l Cz, \ . 
I 
(5 I 
-- I 
(LlCnn) 2 
kJ2 lfl / 
- CLCz, l-K\ + K2i\!O - Ie! ) I L I ( (5 k 
\ ' 1fT J 
The complete c orrection to yawing- :no'l)1ent coeff:i cient, 
from equation (23) , i s 
It is usua lly most convenient to express the corre c-
35 
ti on t o the yav1ing- morre:1t coe ffi ci en tin terrns 0 f the 
final c~rrected value of the rolling- momen t coefficient; 
therefore, 
NACA IiI lvo . 1077 
r (I \ kO) 2M l Cz'u CLu ! - 0 . 0070 + 0 .007 - 0.0135 llCn = -- 0. J194 - ~Cz, (C!O)y Cz, Cz, I I 1 I L 
--I 
= [ 0 . 0070 0 . 42~ +0 . 007 - ) . 0135 ~ 4 - 0 . 0194 1 )C c 
\. 0 . 395 o . 1 . 0 •814/ L z, 
whIch: s ad.ded to the uncorrected yawing- moment coefficient. 
COR~ECTIOl~8 FOR :v:ODEL 1HTH E ill PLATE 
Deterl1ination of Lift Di str:t bution 
The lift distributions are consiQ-erably More diffi -
cult to obtB1n for a model with an end plate than for a 
model with a reflection plane . The method used herein 
is described in reforence 9 . Tn this method , the wing 
is represented by a lifting line that is perpendicular 
to another lifting line reoresenting the end plate . 
In addition to the vortices trailing from these lifting 
lines , iwage vortices outside the tunnel are introduced 
to satisfy the condition of constant stream function at 
the jet boundary . The comolete tr&jling - vortex syste~ 
is sho~n in figure 12. Accordin~ to the Biot - Savart law , 
the induced veloci t1es are related. to the strength of 
the vortices by the following e~uatlons , which are 
given in the symbols of this report as 
- I 
--.~----~ 
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= c f e d (=f)Y_l 
811 dy Y - Yl 
- d 
dy (due to wing) 
e d (c~c) 
c 1 C Y 1 dy (due t o wing images) 811 dy r2 
-d -
- Y1 Y 
~ !C) [d T z Yl + d (due to end plate) c dz + 811 dz d)2 2 
- h (Yl + + z 
(c LC) h d -
-J \ C C Z 
- 811 dz 
- h 
dz 
(due to end-pla t e images) 
and 
- - a+ - I moc [ ("I) l 
C V Y1J 
I 
I 
I 
- ~ 
Also 
and 
c 
- 811 
c 
+-811 
c 
- 811 
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1 
dz (due to end plate) 
h <~C)Z r 2 z - z 221 L d z r~ - z + d dz 2r2 ( d2 + ZZlJ 
+ d2 2 
(c 1 c_\ 
1
e d\ c ) y 
dy 
- d 
z2 + d2 
+ z1 
(due to end-plate images) 
Z1 
dy 
2 2 
zl + (y + d) 
(due to wing ) 
(26) 
(due to wing images) 
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In the l ast equation , 2 rr i s u s ed as the li f t-cur ve slope 
of the end plate fo r want of a more exac t va l ue . 
If the f r ee - air lift distribution is desired , the 
terms due to the image vortices are omitted . The onl y 
oracticable ~e thod of so l ution of these equations is 
graphical by means of successive approximations . The 
evaluation of the integral over the region near y = Yl 
may be aporoximated by means of the expression 
dy 
where 6y is a sma ll spanwi se incren'.ent . After the 
lift distribut ion is obtained for some value of the 
angle of attack , the dist r ibution may easily be con-
verted for a lift coefficient of unity_ 
Tllust r ative Example 
An examDle of the method used in deter11'Jining the 
corrections is given herein for the model shown in 
figure 5 to wbich an end plate is attached (fig . 13 ). 
The lift distribution for this mode l arrangement for both 
tunne l and free - ai r conditions is shown in figure 14. 
Ang le of a t tack .- It should be theoretical ly 
possible to obtaln the corr ection to the angle of a tt ac:{ 
by taking the diffe r ence between the angl es of attac k a t 
unit lift coefficient for the tunne l and free - air con-
ditions . Tbe accuracy invo l ved , howeve r, in obtaining 
the lift distributions for this end condition generally 
is insufficient for the purpose of this report and , in 
addition , such a correction woul d not include the 
streamline - curvature correction . The jet - boundary cor -
rection to the angle of attac~ from equation (2) 
NACA TN Yo . 1077 
! 
6.u. + 6. u s c J • • = 57 . 3CL \1 + 
Ls used; in this cese , w/VC L is the upwash angle 
along the mode l SD8.n due to tbe ~.m£'ges of the wine: and 
the end plate . This upwash- angle castribution is shown 
in figure 15. Por the end- plate condition , 
AT/p l ying this correction to the experi.rnental value of 
lift - curve s l ope of O. OQ35 results in a lift - curve 
slope of 0 . OC3 Q De r degree or ~ . 809 pe r radian, 
The p 1 2n - form correct ' on is obtained from equa-
tlon (~.) 
= / 1 ~ \ ~ 
(a.\: - a 'J ..IL 
\ I , !.'.: 
althougb in this case 8 l .: and a__ are obtained in a 
j\-
different manr.er from that for the reflection- DIane 
condi tlon . 'The edbe - veloci t y corr'ection factor E 
cannot be deterTined for the ~ode l witb an end ulate ; 
therefore, lifting -line theory ~i thout the aid of this 
factor 18 employed to obtain a_" and a -, The section -
1.j .1 
lift- curve slope of 0 . 122 , obtained from tests in two -
dinenslonal flo , is used . In the solution of equa-
t ions (2~) through (27) an anGle of attac1-< of 0 . 2 radian 
gave a lift coefficient of l. OL!2 fo r the mode l in free 
ai r; therefo re , 
l.oiJ2 
0 . 2 x 57 . 3 
= 0 . 0909 
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The eorrection factor E is not employed in the results 
of reference h; these results c~n therefore be used to 
determine a iJ for the complete wiD-g . The equation 
a T = 
1 + 57 ·3ao 
rrA 
accordingly is used for the complete wing, where f is 
the facto r obtained from reference 4. Then, 
0 .997 x 0 . 122 
aW -- 57 ·3 x 0 . 122 1 + 
Tf x 11.09 
= 0 . 101 3 
Therefore, 
6 Q p =( 1 - 1 "c \°. 1013 0 . 0909) L 
The cowolete correction to the angle of attack is 
= 0 . 092CL 
/ 
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Drag c efficie n.~. - The jet - LJoundary correction to the 
drag coefficient , obtained a s for the re flection-~ 18ne 
cond-i tion from equation (7), is 
I 
~ CD' = C 2 [ V;L c 7, c d y' J L GLe 
') 
2 
= o . OI85 CL 
For the plan- form c orrection, the indu ced drag of the 
model is obtai ned by the relation 
where ai/~L is the se lf- induced ang le of the mode l 
and the end Dl ate in free ai r. Then 
The plan- form correction to t he dr[' g coefflcient is 
obtained from equation (8) as 
C D
l
, 
2 
= - O. OI7 ICL 
IVi 
f 
, 
, 
-- --~-- - - ~----
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where the v a lue CD' = 0 . 0295 is the same as previously 
lW 
used in the case of the reflection DIane . In addition 
to these corrections , there is in this case the ind uced 
drag due to both the je t - boun6 ary- induced angle and the 
self- inc1uced angle over the span of the end plate. This 
correction i. s a cmrbination jet- boundary and p l an- form 
correction and may be determined as a single value by 
use of 
h J V~L~~;) 
- h e 
dz 
where v/VCL is the total induced angle over the span 
of the end p late due to the mode l , the end p late itself5 
a:1d all images; (CL~) is the tunnel lift distribution 
CLc; 
\ . ~ 
over the end nlate; and. all values B.re based upon the 
mode l dimensions so that ~CD is based u~on the model 
e 
area. For the example 
The com~lete correction to the drag coefficient is 
2 
- O . OOL.~.CL 
Pitching- moment coefficient .- The 10 ation of the 
aerodyna~2c center is obtained from equation (13) 
1 
x = ~ tan 1\ 1 a . c . r 2 
o 
- .~ 
-~- - -- ----~-. _. - - --- -~----- ------' 
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which gives x a .c. y = 1 . 569 feet from the quarter - chord 
DOlnt of the com~lete-wing root chord. The value 
x = 1 . 380 feet is the same as previously used in a.c· W 
the determinati(m of the correctj.on for the reflection-
p l a..Yle condition . From equation (11 ), 
= 1 . 569 - 1 · 380 C 
3.226 L 
= 0 .0586c L 
Rollin~-moment coefficient .- The aile ron lift 
di s tribu tioD is obtained by tbe s alT'.e g er.eral fa r:.rnulas 
as the wine lift distrJ buti on f or the model with the 
end l)late and is shown in fi g ure lb . The upwash ang le 
due to the jet bound ary is shown -j n figure 17. The je t -
boundary correction , from equation (15), is 
= - O. 0819Cz, 
u 
The p l an- form correction due to the effec t of the end-
p l ate on the aileron lift distribution was found from 
equations (2h ) through (27) for the mode l and from 
-------~-
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conventional lifting-lire theory for the wing of twice 
model s~an. The resulting r atio is 
45 
The ?Jle.n- form C orr-ec tions due to aspec t r atio and tape r 
ratio are independent of the end condition so that the 
corrected value of rolling-~oment coefficient from equa-
tion (16) is 
~ + 
= O. 820Cl, 
u 
Ya1J'Jing- rroment coe ffi cient . - Th e correc tions to the 
yawing·-moment coeffic :lent due to the jet boundary are , 
from equation (17) , 
1 
(LlCni) 2 = 
_ CLC z'u r _1~ _ cz'c y' dy' 4 I VCl, CLe Vo 
= 
-o.o606L. C C 
h L z'u 
-
- O. 0152CLCz, - u .~J 
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and , frow esuatlon ( 18) , 
-O.21!,188 ::: L. Cr,cL 1 
::: - o . OI80C LC7, ~ 
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The p l an- forrr correct:1.( n due to the encL p l ate is found 
Ere.·'.1 equa tion (I'? ) through (21) . } r O:"il equat::' on (20) 
and from e1u2 tio ~ (21) 
V •• ::: O . oCc,rj ,., / 
The ~ lan- ,fo :rl'n corre ct .'.on fro lL eqm:; t lo n (19) is 
1 
. 
\ 
. 1 
I 
I 
--.-'-'- - ----
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The plan- fo r m co rrection due to aspect ratio and taper 
r atio is the same as for the mode l and ref l ection 
plane . 
47 
The comp l ete correction to the yawing - moment coef -
ficient , from equation (23) , is 
(~)2K 
= - 0 . 0061 C~6)Vi + 0 . 007 
~ 0 . 423 1 1 ) =: - 0 . 0061 + 0 . 007 - 0 . 0152 -- - 0 . 018 0 -- CLC L 0 · 39 5 0 . 820 0 .820 
---- - -------------
____________ --1 
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CORRECTIONS FOR MODEL WT'IH NO END PLATE 
Determination of Induced Upwash Angle 
For a model with no end plate , the determination of 
the jet- boundary- induced veloci ty is eEl.sier than for the 
other end conditions . In a closed circular tunnel , if 
there is a trailing vortex of streng th r at a distance 
y = s, tJlere i~ an iJl'age vortex of strength -r at a 
distance y = ~ . ~'he stream function due to the i mage 
s 
vortex is 
\II = ~ log (Y _ r2) 
2rr s 
and the induced vertical velocity j s 
1j\T = 
r 1 
- 4' rr - - . r 2-
Y. -
s 
Values of the boundary- induced vertical velocity per 
unit circulation for a tunnel of unit radi us 
wr 1 
h T.' (X - -L) 
r sir 
are given in table III and plotted in figure 18. These 
values are for R counterclockwise vortex in the right -
hand side of the tunnel and may be used for a clockwise 
vo rtex in the left - hand side of the tunnel by changi ng 
the signs of y and s . ~or vortices of signs opposite 
to these, the sign of the induced velocity must be 
changed : that is , the induced velocity is negative . 
These values may be used for any wing in a closed 
--~---- .- - ---- -----------.--- -~--
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circular wind tunnel . For a lo cdi n g symmetrical about 
the vertica l center l ine of the tunnel , a further 
simplification may be made by adding the induced veloci -
ties for negative values of y to the induced velocities 
for positive values of y and by using only the semispan 
loading . 
Illustrative Example 
An example of the procedure involved in the determi -
nation of the corrections is worked out for the model 
shown in fi~ure 5 with no end plate . The lift distribu-
tio~, obtained from lifting- line theory for this mode l 
configuration, is shown in figure 19 fo r both free - ai r 
and tunpel conditions . The spanwise distribution of the 
boundarY- lnduced upwash angle, which is obtained for 
this model arrangement from equation ( 1) 
w 
is shown in figure 20 . 
C ~ wr cLc 
- 2r L r Ll
CLC 
Angle of attack . - The jet- bounds.ry co rrection , from 
equation (2) , is 
The uncorrected lift - curve slope obtained experimentally 
is 
au - 0.0800 
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This slope is corrected for the jet-boundary effects by 
the relation 
1 1 fla j + fla s . c . 
= 
aM a CL u 
so that 
1 1 
1. 305 -0.080 0 -aM 
a nd 
a = M 0 ·724 
This value of a is used to obtain the to-dimensional 
slope from equation (5) as 
-------~.----
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This value of a o agrees fair l y wel l ,,!i th the value of 
0 . 1162 obtained for the ref l ection- p l ane condition . It 
should be noted that the aspect r atio of the model ~~th 
no end plate is one - hal f that of the mode l wi th the 
reflec tion p la.ne and the edge - vel:Jci ty c orrec tion fac tor 
1s increased since the root chord of the model is part 
of the perimeter when no end p l a te is used . The two -
dimensional slope is used to c.e termi ne the slorye fo r the 
com~lete ~~ng of aspect ratio equal to 11. 09 as 
1 + 
0 .113 6 
1.039 
57 . 3 0 .113 6 
1.039 
11' x 11.09 
= 0 . 0927 
The ~lan-form correction is then obtained from equation 0-1.) 
as 
::: /~ - ~) C ( ~ a L 
\ W M 
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The comD lete correction for the angle of attack , from 
equatio~ (6), is 
Drag coefficient. - The jet- boundary correction to 
the drag coefficient is obtained from e~uation (7) as 
::: C 2 
L dy ' 
The induced- drag coefficient of the model , obtained from 
the coefficients of the Fourier series deterwined in the 
solution of the lift distribution (reference h) , is 
C 2 LCO nA 2 L n 
::: -- -
rrA 2 
M n:::1 A.I 
------- ~~ -~- ---- -- ---~~-~ ---
where Al is the first coefficient and An the nth 
coefficient of the Fourie r se r ies . The induced - drag 
coefficie1t of the complete wlng has been previously 
determined herein to be 
The plan- form correction , obtained from equation (8 ), 
is 
The complete correction to the drag coefficient , from 
equation (10) , is 
6CD = 6CD . + 6CD J D 
- (0 .0198 
- 0 . 0348 )C L
2 
-
= - 0 .0150cL 
2 
Pitching- '11oment coefficient .- The location of the 
aerod~~lamic center is obtained from equation (13) 
1 
x = -2b tan A 1 C1~ y ' dy ' + constant 
a ' C ' M C 
o L C 
53 
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which gi ves x = 1. 682 feet fro . the quarter- chord 
a . c ' M 
point, of the comple te-v:ing root chord , The value 
X a . c ' 1}\T = 1.380 feet was previously used in the de ter!TIi-
natlori of the correcti_on for the reflection- DIane cond~­
ti on . '1'he p lan-fa I'm correc ti on to t':1e pi tching- mornent 
coefficient is obtained from equation (11) as 
= 
Xa r' - xa c 
• - , M •• W 
--------------~ OT 
c' .w 
1. 682 - 1. 350 
- 3 . 226 °L 
Rolling- moment coefflcien~ .- The aileron lift dis -
trioution for the mode l ~_th no end plate is hown in 
fig~re 21 for both free - air an~ tunnel conditions . The 
boundary- induced upwash angle shown in fi gure 22 is 
obtained from equation (14) 
The jet-boundary correction , from equation ( 15) , is 
1 
6.°1. = -~m01 1 Y- (\1 + 1. 05 2c ~ J Lj- u VO 7 rj 
0" / 
= - 0 . 082U01 
u 
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The p18.n - form correction due to the effect of no end 
plate on the aileron lift di stributj.on was found from 
lifting- line theory to be 
The plan- form correction due to aspect ratio and tauer 
ratio is the same as for the other end conditions; 
hence, the rolling- moment coefficjent for the complete 
wing , from equation (16) , is 
= C 1 (1 - 0 .0324) 0.974 o. 395 
vu 0.423 
Yawing - JTlo:nent coefficient .- The jet- boundary cor-
rections to the yawing - Toment coefficient are obtained 
from equation (17) as 
'-
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and , from equation (18), 
dy ' 
The plan- form orrection due to no end Dlate is found 
from equations (19) through (21) . From " equation (20) 
From equation (21) 
KM = 0 . 0711 
. 1 
-----
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From equation (19) 
The p lan-form co rrection due to aspect ratio and taper 
ratio is the same as for the other end conditions so 
that the com~lete correcti on to the yawing- moment coef-
ficient , from equation (23), is 
.6Cn = (.6C~) + (.6 C~) + (.6 Cni) 2 + (lICni) 3 
1 2 
r (c ~5) 2 rl Cz, Cz, 
+ 0 . 007 - 0 . 0166 u 
u 
= l-O . 0011 (C~5~ W -- 0 . 0226 -Cz, C-z, ~Cz, 
(-0 . 0011 0 . 423 + 0 . 007 - 0 . 0166 110 = 8 - 0.0226 -8- CLCz; 0·395 o. 35 ~ 35 
= -O . 0411CLC-z, 
~-----~ ----~ 
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APPLICATION TO TEST DATA 
Model and Tests 
The tests were conducted in the Langley 19 - foot 
pressure tunnel for the partial-span tapered wing model 
shown in figure 5. The model represented 94 . 6 ~ercent 
of the true semispan . The aspect ratios of the wing of 
twice model span and the com?lete wing were 10.84 and 
11.09, r espective ly. 'The ,taper ratios of the model and 
comp lete wing were 0 . 26 and 0 . 25, respectively . The 
mode l was equipped with a full - span duplex- flap arrange -
ment . The inboard slotted flap , the outboard balanced 
split flap , and the aileron were of constant chord and 
approximately 24 , 20 , and 15 percent , respectively , of 
the average wing chord over their porti ons of the wing 
span . 'The aileron was provided wi th a completely sealed 
internal aerodynamic balance. 
The reflection- p lane arrangement is shown in fig-
ures 4 and 23 . The reflec tion p lane was fastened to 
the tunnel et its top and bottom and extended beyond 
and behind the model as shown . The gap between t he model 
and the r eflection p lane was automatically maintained 
at 0 . 09 ±0.03 inch, by a telescoping section in the end 
of the model. The end-plate arrangement is shown in 
figures 13 and 24 . 'llhe end p late was elliptical in p l an 
fa rm and was rigidly fixed to the mode l. For the wing 
wi th no end plate, the mode l was tested as shown in 
figure 25. 
The tests we re conducted at a Beynolds nu.mber of 
approximately 8.9 x 10 6 and at a Nach number of 0 .17 . 
The angle - of - attack range was from - 4 0 through maXi!llUID 
lift and the aileron deflection range was ±20 0 . 
The tests we r e made for three flap arrangements; 
flaps neutral and parti aI-span R.nd full - span flaps 
deflected. The aileron tests were made at two angles 
of attack for each flap arrangement and end condition . 
Uncorrected Characteristics 
The uncorrected aerodynamic characteristics of the 
tapered- wing model for the three flap arrangements and 
the . three end conditions are presented in figure 26 in 
terms of the uncorrected nondimensional coefficients. 
Drag.- The uncorrected drag characteristics are 
presented in figure 26(a) . The drag coefficient at 
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zero lift coefficient is increased slightly for the 
model with no end plate and to a greater extent for the 
model with the end plate . These increases in drag coef-
ficient are due to the abrupt tip forn~ of the model with 
no end plate and to the drag of the end plate . The dif -
ferences betwee~ the drag coefficients increase with 
lift coefficient because of the differences in the self -
ind.uced and the jet - boundary- induced drag for the three 
end conditions. 
Lift.- The uncorrected lift cbaracteristics are 
presented in figure 26(b) . The slope of the lift curve 
is decreased for the model with the end p late and with 
no end plate because of changes in the effective as~ect 
ratio. The maximum - lift - coefficient values for the 
three end conditions are reduced sirrilarly because of 
the changes in the stalling characteristics . The angle 
o~ zero li ft is slightly affected with the flaps neutral. 
Pltching moment .- The uncorrected ~itching-moment 
characteristics are presented in figure 26( c) . The slope 
of the pitching- moment curve becomes more negative for 
the mode l with the end p late and still more negative for 
the model wi th no end p late . There is no hange in the 
Ditching-moment coefficient at zero l ift with the flaps 
neutral . 
Aile ron. - The uncorrected rolling - rroment and yawing-
momen~aracteristics are p r esented in figures 27 t o 29. 
The change in the r olling-mo~ent and yawing- moment char-
acteristics for the three end conditions is small . There 
is no consistent relationship between the characteristics 
for the various angles of attack and flap arrangements . 
corrected Sharacteristics 
The corrected aerodynamic characteristics are pre-
sented in figure 30 . The values of the corrections 
applied to the uncorrected coefficients are given in 
table IV. The absolute values of the data for partisl -
span mode ls have certain limitations which are inherent 
in the test conditions ~~d procedure . The determination 
of the effects of the tare and interference of the model 
supp ort system was impractical for the model described 
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herein. The gal) between the model and the reflection 
-plane was kept to a r.:>r8ctica l minimum but may have intro -
duced some slight errors in the data which could not be 
determined . For the end-pl~te and no - end - plate condi -
tions the stalling characteristics were affected in a 
manner unsusce?tible of correction. 
Drag. - Aryplication of the drag- coefficient correc -
tions brings the characteristics (fig . 30(a ) ) into good 
agreement, with the flaps neutral. The main difference 
remaini ng is due to the drag of the end -plate and 
to the ti ~) drag for the model with no end plate . 1r:ith 
partial - span and full - acan flaps deflected, the agree-
ment is not so good as wi th flaps neutral, although the 
corrected characteristics a r e in much better agree~ent 
than the uncorrected ones . The remaining discrepancies 
for these flap arrangerrents are due to differences in 
profile drag and induced drag not included in the cor-
rections . 1be Jlan- form correction to the drag coeffi -
cient is 10 "est for the r eflection- plane condition and 
it is therefore believed that this condition is 
the most representative of the complete ing . This 
fact is a point in favor of the use of a reflection 
plane rather than the other end conditions . 
Lift . - The corrected lift characteristics are pre -
sented in fi. gure 30 (b). 1~!1 th the flaps neutral , the 
agreement of the characteristics for the three end con -
ditions is very good below maximurr. lift . c:ontributing 
to the good agreement may have been the fact that no 
extren~ely low aspect ratio was involved even for the 
model wi th no end plate . The slight chan§"e in the angle 
of zero lift displaces the curves for the mode l with 
the end plste and. 1.d. th no end plate . The di fferences 
at and near maximum lift are due to alterat.ions of the 
lift distribution for which corrections cannot be app lied . 
Wi th t.he partial- span and full - span flaps, the agreen~ent 
of the charecteristics for the three end conditions is 
not so good because of the change in the effectiveness 
of the inboard flaD . The effectiveness of the outboard 
flap is a nproximately the same for all three end condi -
tions . The greater maxlmum lift coefficient obtained 
ith the reflection plane is another point in favor of 
the use of the ref l ection plane since the load distribu-
tion is most nearly that of a complete wing. 
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Pitching moment.- The corrected pitching-moment 
characterJ_s tics (fig. 30(c)) indicate only fair agree -
ment for the three end conditions. The relative order 
of the curves for the three end conditions is reversed 
by the corrections. This reversal may be due to the 
effect of the sweepback on the lift distribution , which 
was not taken into account in the corrections. In any 
case , the differences between the characteristics are 
attributed to inaccuracies in the determination of the 
lift distributions and, since the lift distribution is 
least altered by the reflection plane, it is believed 
that the pitching- moment characteristics for the 
reflection-plane condition are the most nearly accurate. 
Aileron .- The corrected rolling- moment and yawing-
moment characte ristics are presented in figures 31 . 
to 33. The genera l relationship between the character-
istics for the three end conditions is unchanged. The 
inconsistent relationshi p between the uncorrected char-
acteristics for the three end conditions precludes any 
consistent relationship of the corrected character-
istics . At the low angles of a tt ack and with the flaps 
neutral, the characteristics for the three end condi -
tions agree very well whe re as , s.t the other angles of 
attac1{ and ~:ith the flaps deflected, the characteristics 
agree slightly better in some cases and worse in other 
cases than the corresponding uncorrected characteristics. 
The difference and inconsistent relationship 
between the characteristics are due in part to experi -
mental inaccuracy and to the pronounced vibration of 
the mode l ~_ th the e nd plate and with no end plate . 
Compariso'n of Aileron Effectiveness for 
Partial- and complete - Span Models 
The compari.son of the rolling- moment character-
istics determined for the Dsrtial-span model wi th a 
reflection plane and for a complete - sDan model is pre -
sented in f1. gures 34 and 35. 1PJi th the flap s neutral 
(fig. 3U.), the general agreement of the aileron effec-
tiveness is good, except at the high angles of attack 
at which some differences exist. 1nth the full-span 
flaps deflected (fig . 35), the agreement is good at the 
low angle of attack and Y'ather poor at the high angle 
\ 
\ 
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of attac~ . ~he loss in effectiveness at the high angle 
of attac1{ for the complete - span I!10del is due to a change 
in the flow over the aileron as evidenced by a complete 
change in the stalling, characteristics of the cornplete -
s9an model . The change in the stalling characteristlcs 
is riue in part to the decreased Peynolds number and to 
some difference in the models . 
CO FC L UDT aG REr~:AR:\:S 
A method is ~resented for determining the jet -
boundary and Y.Jlan- form corrections to be applied to test 
data for D partial - span ~odel with a reflection plane , 
an end plate , or no end plate in a closed circular wind 
tunnel . These corrections have been a~p lied to the 
measured values of Itft , drag, pitchi ng- moment , rolling -
moment, and ya lng-moment coefficients obtained from 
tests in the Lan€:'ley 19 - foot uressure tunnel of a partial-
snan model with each of the three end con~itions . 
1ri th the exce;Jtion of the corrections to the rol1ing -
~oment coefficient, the jet - boun~ary corre tions were 
somewhat smalle!' for the reflect~ on--~lane condi tion than 
for either of the ot~er end conditions because the 
induced u')w[sh angle v'as smaller-. For all corrections 
dependinb upo n the wi ng li ft di s tri bution , the plan- form 
corrections :ere considerably smaller for the reflection-
DIane condition because the lift distribution was more 
nearly li 1{e that of a comulete wing . Any errors in 
determining the lift ~istributj_on were therefore mini -
mized and the corrected values of the data were the mos t 
representati ve of the complete wing . 
From all these considerations, it was found that a 
reflection plane should be used wherever Dossible for 
tests of partial - span models . If it is necessary, from 
other considerations , to use an end nlate or n0 end 
Dlate, it is Dossible by the methods described herein to 
determine suitable corrections to be applied in orier to 
obtain reasonab16 results, particularly with flaps 
neutral and below r.1a;~irr:.um lift . 
Langley ~morial hero_autical Laboratory 
J"at ional '~ dv is ::>rJ Comdi ttee for deronau tics 
LangleJ Fielj , Va ., February 4, 19~6 
"--~--- - - "- -
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~ I 0.1 0.2 y/r 
0 0.0083 0.0164 
.1 .0082 .016.0 
.2 .0080 .0155 
.3 .0076 .0149 
.4 .0071 .0142 
.5 .0067 .01Z5 
.6 .0062 .0125 
.7 .0058 .0117 
.8 .0053 .0108 
.9 .0049 .0100 
1.0 .0046 .0093 
1.1 .0042 .0086 
1.2 .0039 .007~ 
1.3 .0036 .0674 
1.4 .0033 ' .0069 
1.5 .0031 .0064 
1.6 .0029 .0060 
L 
TABLE I.- BOUNDARY-INDUCED VELOCITY ~r ALONG HORIZONTAL CENTER LINE 
DUE TO UNIT COUNTERCLOCKWISE VORTEX AT VARIOUS 
DISTANCES F FROM REFLECTION PLANE 
[%- = O. 7:302~ 
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.15 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 
0.0243 0.0315 0.0387 0.0452 0.0511 0.0566 0.0618 0.0666 0.0709 0.0750 0.0787 
.0238 .0312 .0383 .0449 .0508 .0564 .0151& .0664 .07Q8 .0749 .0787 
.0231 .0304 .0375 .0441 .0500 .0556 .0610 .0659 .0'105 .0748 .0788 
.0224 .0295 .0366 .0428 .0488 .0545 .0600 .0652 .0700 .0746 .0789 
.0213 .0282 .0353 .0415 .0473 .0532 .0589 .0643 .0695 .0744 .0791 
.0202 .0267 .0335 .0397 .0458 .0515 .05'78 .06:52 .0688 .0743 .0'195 
.0188 .0251 .0316 .0378 .0441 .0498 .0562 .0621 .0682 .0742 .0800 
.0176 .0235 .0298 .0360 .0422 .0482 .0550 .0613 .0678 .0745 .0811 
.0164 .0220 .0280 .0341 .0403 .0466 .0536 .0604 .0675 .0749 .0824 
.0152 .0206 .0263 .0324 .0386 .0450 .0522 .0596 .0669 .0753 .0840 
.0141 .0192 .0247 .0307 .0369 .0434 .0510 .0589 .06'70 .0763 .0862 
.0131 .0180 .0233 .0291 .0353 .0421 .0498 .0582 .0672 .0773 .0891 
.0122 .0168 .0219 .0276 .0338 .0407 .0488 .0577 .0674 .0788 .0928 
.0114 .0158 .0207 .0262 .0324 .0395 .0478 .0572 .0680 .0806 .0976 
.0105 .0148 .0195 .0249 .0311 .0382 .04&8 .0568 .0686 .0828 .1030 
.0099 .0139 .0184 .0237 .0298 .0371 .04150 .0567 .0699 .0864 .1090 
.0093 .0131 .0174 .0226 .0287 .0361 .0453 .0567 .0712 .0902 .1161 
_. 
1.4 1.5 
0.0823 0.0855 
.0823 .0856 
.0826 .0860 
.0830 .0868 
.0837 .0880 
.0847 .0896 
.0861 .0918 
.0879 .0946 
.0903 .0981 
.0932 .1026 
.0971 .1083 
.1020 .1157 
.1085 .1251 
.1175 .1378 
.1280 .1544 
.1401 .1771 
.1539 ,2089 
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1.6 
0.0885 
.0886 
.0893 
.0905 
.0922 
.0944 
.0975 _ 
.1013 
.1063 
.1126 
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.1208 
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.1314 ' 
.1456 I 
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.192'1 I 
.2381 I 
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TABLE II.- BOUNDARY-INDUCEO VELOCITY . ~r ALONG HORIZONTAL CENTER LINE DUE TO UNIT 
COUNTERCLOCKWISE VORTEX AT VARIOUS DISTANCES ~ FROM REFLECTION PLANE 
r 
~ = O.4978~ 
~ 0.1 0.2 0·3 0.4 0·5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 y/r . 
0 0.0092 0.0177 p.0263 0.0346 0.042l 0.0506 
.1 .0091 .0172 .0262 .0344 .042 .0505 
.2 .0089 .017 .0261 .031+0 .0420 .04°1 :a .0085 .01Z0 .024~ .0332 .0414 .0 §5 .0083 .01 6 .02 .0325 .0407 .04 9 
:~ .0080 .0154 .0241 .031b .03~l .0480 .0077 -.Ola .0232 .0308 .03 .0470 
:~ .0074 .01 7 .0222 .0298 .O3ll .0t19 'OOlO .0141 .02~ .0288 .03 .0 8 
·9 .00 7 .013~ .02b~ .02l8 .03a4 .0439 1.0 .0064 .012 .01§ .02 7 .03 .0428 
1.1 .0061 .0122 .01 7 .0247 .0333 .0418 
1.2 .0057 .0116 .0179 .02 7 .0322 .0408 
I 
0.0581 0.0653 0.0720 0.0786 0.084~ 
.0580 .0652 .0720 .0786 .084 
.0577 .06,0 .0720 .0787 
.05l2 .06 7 .0719 .0790 
.05 7 .0644 • 0719 .0794 
.0561 .0640 .0719 .0~99 
.05
4
5 . 0636 .0719 .0 oz 
.05 l .0631 .0719 .081 
.053 .0628 .0719 .0830 
.0528 .0625 .0722 .0850 
.0521 .062~ .07~0 .0872 
.0514 .062 .07 6 .0902 
.0507 .0624 .07 3 .0935 
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.0852 
.08~Z 
.08 
.0878 
.0894 
.0915 
.0940 
.0975 
.1017 
.1072 
.1144 
0.0906 i 
.0907! 
.0913· 
.092~' 
.093 . 
.09~8 
.09· 5 I 
.1019 I 
.
1063
1 
.1119 
.1187 ! 
.1282 ; 
.1404 1 
0) 
0'1 
z 
> (") 
> 
0-3 
Z 
Z 
o 
...... 
o 
-.J 
-.J 
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TABLE III.- BOUNDARY-INDUCED VELOCITY ~ ALONG HORIZONTAL CENTER 
r 
LINE DUE TO UNIT COUNTERCLOCKWISE VORTEX AT VARIOUS 
DISTANCES ~ FROM CENTER OF A CIRCULAR JET 
r 
~ 0.1 0.2 0·3 0.4 0·5 0.6 0·1 0.8 y/r -
-0·9 0.007~ 0.0135 0.0188 
-.8 .007 
.OiG7 .0192 
-·z .0074 .0 0 .0197 
-. .007~ .0142 .0202 
-'a 
.007 .0145 .0208 
. .0077 .0147 .0213 
-·3 .007~ .0150 .0219 
-.2 .007 .0153 .0225 
-.1 .00~9 .0156 .0232 0 .00 0 .01~9 .02R9 
.1 .0080 .01 2 .02 6 
.2 .0081 .0166 .02
t
4 
:t .0082 .0169 .02 2 .008R . 0173 .02~1 
·5 .008 .01~7 .02 1 
.6 •0085 .01 1 .0291 
:~ .0086 .0185 .0302 .0087 
•
018K .0314 
·9 .0087 .019 .0327 
-- --
0.0244 .02 1 
.0249 
.02~7 
.02 2 .02~ 
.02 4 
.029~ 
.030 
.0318 
o03~2 
.03 6 
.03 2 
.037~ 
'OR9 
.0 19 
'Olli 
.04 8 
.0497 
0.02~4 0.0310 0.0342 0.03~0 
.02 4 .0323 .0357 .OR 8 
.0295 .0~36 .0374 .0 08 
.0306 .03~1 .OE92 .0430 
.0318 .03 7 .0 13 .04~5 
o03r ,Oa85 .0435 .04 2 
.03 6 
.0 0t .0460 .0513 
.03 2 .042 .0489 .05~9 .037~ .0450 .0521 .05 9 
'OR9 .047~ .0557 .0637 
.0 19 .050 
.Ot49 .0692 .04~ .0)~3 .0 8 .0~58 
.04 8 
.Ot 2 
•
070a .0 38 
.0497 .0 28 .0~7 .0936 
.0531 .0682 
.0 ~7 .10b1 
.Ot68 ~0~46 .09 0 .1224 
.0 12 
.0 2~ .1092 :t~~ .0663 • 091 .12b6 
.0723 .1038 .1506 .2274 
-~ - -- ----
-
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, 
0·9 
0.Ol96 1 
.0 16 
.0439 
.04bE 
.049 
.0527 
.0~64 
.0 07 
.065Z 
.071 
.0~87 
. 0 ~3 
.09 1 
.1117 
.1302 
.155Z 
.193 i 
.25~8 . 
· 37 9 I 
z 
> 
(') 
> 
>-3 
Z 
Z 
o 
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o 
-..J 
-..J 
O"l 
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TABLE I V.- CORRECTIONS APPLIED TO UNCORRECTED COEFFICIENTS OF REPRESENTATIVE 
MODEL FOR THREE END CONDITIONS 
Refleotlon plane End plate 
Correction 
Jet boundary Plan form Total Jet boundary 
tJa/C L 1.019 -0. 038 0.981 1.219 
tlCD/eL2 .0154 -.0006 .0148 .0185 
tJCm/CL --------- .034h .0344 -----_.--
btlC~;C~u -.082 -.104 -.186 -. 082 
f:.cn/cLc?, -.0405 -.0005 -.0410 -.0405 
L--_~_ 
a ' Includes ACD (see text), e 
b FOr purpose of this table tlCl _ ~ _ 1 
c?'u - c],u 
tJc],j 
--+ 
- C?'U 
tJC l P 
Clu 
Plan form 
-1.127 
a_.0141 
.0586 
-.098 
.0005 
No end plate 
Total Jet boundary Plan form 
0.092 1.305 -3. 014 
.0044 .0198 -.0348 
.0586 --------- .0936 
-.180 -.082 -.083 
-.0400 -.0469 .0058 
- - -- ------- -- -- ---
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Figure 13 .- General arranqemenf of fapered-wln9 model and fhe end plofe 
In fhe Lang/efl 1.9-/001 pressur~ tunnel. (A/I dImensions In Inche.5.) 
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Figure 23.- Partial-span tapered wing model with reflection plane mounted 
in Langl~y 19-foot pressure tunnel. 
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Figure 24.- Partial-span tapered wing model with end plate mounted in 
Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel. 
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